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Abstract: Microgrids need a robust residential load forecasting. As a consequence, this highlights
the problem of predicting electricity consumption in small amounts of households. The individual
demand curve is volatile, and more difficult to forecast than the aggregated demand curve. For this
reason, Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) varies in a large range (of 1% to 45%), depending
on the number of consumers analyzed. Different levels of aggregation of household consumers that
can be used in microgrids are analyzed; the load forecasting of the single consumer and aggregated
consumers are compared. The forecasting methodology used is the most consolidated of Recurrent
Neural Networks, i.e., LSTM. The dataset used contains 920 residential consumers belonging to
the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER), a control group that is in the Irish Social Science
Data Archive (ISSDA) repository. The result shows that the forecasting of groups of more than
20 aggregated consumers has a lower MAPE that individual forecasting. On the other hand, individ-
ual forecasting is better for groups with fewer than 10 consumers.

Keywords: load forecasting; LSTM; residential load forecasting; aggregation

1. Introduction

Load forecasting is essential to ensure a balance between demand and generation.
Thus, utilities need highly accurate forecasts to maintain the security and stability of
power supply [1]. At the same time, the complexity of the distribution network has
continued to grow, which has created uncertainty in the grid, especially with the increase
in microgeneration from renewable energy, and charging of electric vehicles [2].

Smart meters allow residents to monitor their consumption in real time. In addition to
that, these meters provide large amounts of data from utilities [3]. These measurements
allow for the enhanced measurement of consumption and energy control, allowing greater
flexibility to the distribution network [4].

With this amount of data coming from smart meters, it becomes possible to perform
a validation of demand forecasting at household or building levels. At these levels, con-
sumption profiles are volatile [5,6]. Most load forecasting work is focused instead on large
substations with tens of MW or transmission grids with tens of GW. Forecasting is assessed
by the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) metric which is generally below 2% for a
substation at transmission level, while it can reach up to 30% for residential consumers [4].
Figure 1 shows aggregated demand curves for different amounts of consumers. This figure
expresses that with 100 consumers, the demand curve is quite smoothed.

This work aims to analyze the demand forecasting in the context of microgrids. A
dataset of 30 min demand of an individual residential consumer is used. This allows a
comparison between demand forecasting of individual and aggregated consumers. This
comparison is performed with different numbers of aggregated consumers (5, 10, 20,
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30, 50 and 100). The selection of these consumers is random from a set of 256 residential
consumers. The error metric used is the MAPE and the forecasting method is the Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network. LSTM is a consolidated methodology in
load forecasting.
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2. Literature Review

The literature for demand forecasting is quite extensive, so it is possible to find
statistical or machine learning methods for this purpose. In recent years, deep-learning
methods are becoming popular for demand forecasting. Thus, recurrent neural networks,
with their variant LSTM and GRU, are the most widely used methodologies for forecasting,
as can be found in [2,7–13] for LSTM and [14,15] for GRU.

The forecasting literature is divided into forecasting of energy consumption and
forecasting of load demand. Energy consumption forecasting has been used for few
consumers, usually households or buildings, as found in [15–19]. On the other hand, load
forecasting is used to forecast substations’ demand, as found in [5,13,20–22]. These two
approaches have completely different forecast errors using the same performance metrics.
This is due to the difficulty of predicting power consumption.

Some authors that forecast energy consumption had aggregated individual energy
consumption to obtain the building energy consumption [23].

There are few papers in the literature that compare load forecasting results and per-
formance when using individual or aggregated consumers. Methodology performance
for different levels of aggregation was evaluated in [7]. The authors found that with
an aggregation of 5 consumers, the forecast errors are between 30 and 50%, while with
1000 aggregated consumers, the errors drop to less than 5%. However, the authors have
not analyzed the forecasting performance for single users.

One of the first to analyze individual load forecasting is [13]. The individual’s de-
mand volatility makes the prediction difficult. Forecasting methodology is using an LSTM
neural network. Demand forecasting is done for 69 consumers who belong to a set of
10,000 consumers from Australia for a period of three months. Other quantities of aggre-
gated consumers are not analyzed. Results show that the non-aggregate forecast is better
than the aggregate set forecast.

Comparisons of demand forecasting with different levels of aggregation are presented
in [4], but the results are ambiguous and do not consider a non-aggregated methodology.
Different aggregation levels using LSTM are shown in [24]. Their results suggest that
demand forecasting of more than 200 aggregated residential consumers hardly decreases
error, with the error curve becoming almost constant. However, the work of [24] only
considers the increase in consumers and how this reflects on the aggregate predictor error.
Non-aggregated consumers are not considered.

A methodology for demand forecasting of 200 consumers that are divided into groups
of 50, 100, and 150 is presented in [25]. Forecasting is performed by LSTM and k-means
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clustering. The methodology without clustering proved to be better. They do not perform
analyses with groups smaller than 50 consumers, which would be a typical microgrid context.

3. Demand Forecasting with RNN

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have become the most widely used methodology
to perform residential demand forecasting [6,8,11,26–28]. The preference for RNNs is due
to the fact that their models are sequence-based [6]. RNNs can process large data or text
size series [29]. Therefore, RNNs are widely used in text translation and forecasting of time
series data [30]. Energy demand is a time series, as observed in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows
the typical architecture of RNNs and their unfolding in the earlier and later times.
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There are two types of RNNs: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU). LSTM and GRU are implemented to solve the problems of gradient bursting,
when gradients approach infinity, or gradient fading, with gradients close to zero [30].
These problems are associated with successive multiplications of the weight matrices
W [30].

LSTM is a solution to the long-time gradient fading and bursting problems through
finite gradient control [30]. GRU, in turn, is a simplified variant of LSTM introduced by
Cho [31], which performs the same gradient control using fewer gates.

Long Short-Term Memory

The LSTM is trained by the Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) algorithm [32].
Figure 3 illustrates a time step with two LSTM cells, showing the internal connection of an
LSTM cell. Figure 3 allows one to observe the updates of hidden state (ht) and cell state (ct)
after a time step [30]. The key to the LSTM cell is cell state (ct). The cell ct moves from an
earlier time step to the later time step and can be called a long-term memory term.
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The equation of ct is shown in (1) and is divided into two parts. The first part is
controlled by the forget gate (ft). The ft is in charge of defining the elements of the input
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xt to be kept or removed and the elements of the hidden state ht. Its formula is shown in
(2) [6,30]. The input gate (it) and input state (gt) determine the input values that will be
kept by the LSTM cell.

The input gate is shown in (3) and the input state (gt) is shown in (4). So, gt creates the
values that can be added to the cell state while it decides which input values (input x) will
be updated. The output gate (ot) is also divided in two parts. In the first part, the values of
the input (x) are placed, and the hidden state (ht) is used in the output, and in the second
part the same happens for the values of ct.

Finally, the sum of the two parts is transformed by the hyperbolic tangent function
(tanh) to obtain values in the range from [−1, 1] [6,29,30,33].

ct = gt � it + (ct−1 � ft) (1)

ft = σ
(

W f ·xxt + W f ·hht−1 + b f

)
(2)

it = σ(Wi·xxt + Wi·hht−1 + bi) (3)

gt = tanh
(

Wg·xxt + Wg·hht−1 + bg

)
(4)

ot = σ(Wo·xxt + Wo·hht−1 + bo) (5)

ht = tanh(ct)� ot (6)

where: ct is the cell state; h is the hidden state; ft is the forget gate; it is the input gate; gt is
the input activation gate; ot is the output gate. x is the input, W is the weight matrix, b is
the bias in gate, σ is the sigmoid function, and tanh is the hyperbolic tangent.

4. Methodology for Comparison and Case Study

Figure 4 presents the methodology used to generate the forecasting for the comparison
of the performance of the aggregated and individual forecast. The load forecasting is
performed by the LSTM Recurrent Neural Network.

Figure 4 shows the methodology divided into two parts. The first is the pre-processing
step, which contains normalization and missing data checking. The dataset used in this
work belongs to the Smart Metering Electricity Consumer Behavior Trials project, carried
out by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER), Ireland’s energy generation and dis-
tribution regulatory institution. The project that generated this database aimed to analyze
the energy consumption per hour with different residential and industrial consumption
tariffs by time of use (ToU). Its concern was to present the behavior of consumers in each of
the different price ranges and their adaptation in relation to time of use. The project relied
on the use of smart meters with a real-time digital panel, access to consumption via the
internet, and detailed bimonthly consumption [34,35].

The dataset CER included 4225 residential consumers. However, this paper focused
on the control group that included 657 consumers with measurements over a period of
one and a half years, from 14 July 2009 to 31 December 2010. Data acquisition was carried
out every 30 min. As the focus of this paper is influence of load aggregation on demand,
forecasting groups with 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 consumers were randomized. The dataset
CER does not contain missing data. The sampling period is one hour, and only one season is
considered to perform the forecasting. Thus, 1600 samples per user are selected to perform
the different forecasts.

In order to verify the performance of the forecast for aggregated and individual
consumers, the following set of consumers {5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100} is performed. The
selection of consumers for each set is randomized among the consumers. In order to verify
the influence of consumers on each set, the random selection is repeated 10 times. Once the
consumers in the set are selected, their demand is summed to create a single demand curve
with 1600 time samples.
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On the other hand, the curve called individual is composed of 1600 samples from each
individual in the set (example: from a set with 20 consumers, the number of samples used
is 32,000). Next, each individual consumer is predicted and then summed up; finally, the
result is compared with the aggregated curve.

Figure 4a,c,e presents on the left the individual demand of 5, 10 and 50 consumers and
on the right the aggregated demand of the consumers (see Figure 4b,d,f). Figure 4d,f shows
that the demand waveform softens with the increase in the number of consumers, such
that with 50 consumers the aggregated peaks (see Figure 4e) are smoother compared to the
waveform of 5 consumers (see Figure 4b).

Table 1 shows the LSTM configuration for the aggregated and individual forecasting.
The selection of these parameters is based on [8]. The forecast error metric is Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE), which is the most widely used error measure according to the
literature.
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Table 1. LSTM hyper-parameters.

Hyper-Parameters Aggregated Individual

Number of Neurons 512 512
Dropout 0.2 0.2
Epochs 100 100

Optimizer Adam RMSProp
Activation Function tanh tanh

5. Results

To perform the forecasting, the CER database is divided into 70% for training and
30% for testing. The consumers were aggregated in 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 consumers
to analyze the forecasting performance. The load demand curve of the previous 48 h of
each group is used by the algorithm to predict the demand for next hour. In the case of
aggregate forecasting, 48 time steps of aggregated demand are used, and the forecast is the
aggregated demand of the following hour. In the case of individual forecasting, 48 time
steps of individual demand are used for each consumer and the forecast is the individual
demand of the next hour for each consumer.

Figure 5a–f show the forecast curve and the actual curve for aggregated and individual
consumers, respectively. Figure 5a shows the forecast of individual consumers. Figure 5a–c
highlight the difficulty of forecasting microgrids with few consumers (fewer than 10), where
uncertainty is relatively more significant due to the volatility of individual consumers.
Figure 5d–f show that after 20 aggregated consumers, the volatility decreases, smoothing
the curves and facilitating the forecast. Finally, Figure 5f shows the best result because the
curve is smoother and therefore less volatile than the curve in Figure 5a.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the average MAPE for the individual and aggregated con-
sumers of the 10 forecast simulations for each group {5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and, 100} consumers.
Figure 6 shows the MAPE for training whereas Figure 7 shows the MAPE for testing.
Figures 6 and 7 show that MAPE decreases in training and testing when the number of
aggregated consumers increases, because the aggregated demand curve is smoother with a
larger aggregation of consumers.
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Figure 7. MAPE in the test of individual and aggregated consumers.

The MAPE of individual forecasting is comparable with aggregated forecasting when
small number of consumers are considered, less than 10. Therefore, in small micro-grids the
individual curve could be more useful than the aggregated one. The MAPE for individual
forecasting is due to atypical consumers that tend to affect the individual forecast more
than the aggregate. A way to improve the individual forecasting would be to work with
consumers with similar consumption profiles. Thus, grouping would be by cluster and not
random as was done in this work.

Another paper [36] also works with the CER database, uses a control group with
782 consumers, and his MAPE error is 6%. This work presents a training error of 6.88%
when training uses 100 consumers. According to Figures 6 and 7, the error decreases with
the increasing number of consumers. With 256 consumers, a 5% training error is found. The
error decrease with the increase in consumers is due to the fact that with 256 consumers
the demand curve is smoother than with 100 consumers. The error decrease is stable, after
100 consumers, with errors smaller than 3% for 782 consumers.
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6. Conclusions

This paper presented a comparison of load forecasting considering an aggregated
and an individual demand curve. The load forecasting was performed by the LSTM
RNNs that was designed to work with a series of data such as energy demand curves.
The analysis was performed with 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 consumers. The selection of
consumers was randomized, and the experiment was repeated 10 times. The aggregated
100-consumer forecasting presented the lowest MAPE. The decrease in the MAPE was due
to the smoothed demand curve of the aggregated consumers. The aggregated forecasting
reduced the volatility of the electricity consumption. On the other hand, the individual
forecast was more susceptible to atypical consumers which produce larger differences
in the forecast for small groups (below 20 consumers). However, for small micro-grids,
individual consumption is better than aggregate.
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